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Image 1: The Black-banded owl can be seen on a REGUA night walk in the Onofre Cunha reserve. Copyright © 2010 
Sacha Haywood 
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1) Introduction  
 
Welcome to the end of yet another fantastic year at REGUA, consolidating the project, making progress 
with all its activities and developing partnerships with local government, institutions and other 
organizations. We are making significant progress in conserving forested areas of a most valuable 
watershed, part of the endangered Atlantic rainforest, showing that it is possible to generate interest and 
share in the responsibility for its protection. The mission statement continues to be the conservation of the 
Upper Guapiaçu watershed and its objectives have developed a level of confidence, fruit of the work over 
the last 9 years.  The project’s staff have accompanied this development and gained all our respect. All 
the tourists, researchers and their professors that visit REGUA, both national and international recognize 
these efforts and leave highly impressed with what they see. Here follows our latest newsletter containing 
news of our progress and conclusions ending with plans for next year for your continued appreciation, 
support and next visit.   
 
 
2) Protection at REGUA                                                                                   

 
The REGUA reserve continues to increase in size and the project currently administers an area of 7,200 
hectares of forest, 4500 being its own land and 2700ha in cooperation agreements. 
  

 
 
 
 

Image 2: The three small properties REGUA acquired within the Matumbo Gap. 

The rangers are doing a superb job in their daily work of keeping the paths clear and patrolling and so 
diminishing the risk of hunting. All men are very happy with their jobs. The last scientific congress of the 
Três Picos had all the researchers from various Universities confirming that REGUA has very low 
hunting pressure, showing the success of our work.  
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Since the last newsletter we have been very lucky to purchase three small parcels of land that just came 
up for sale within the Matumbo Gap, threatening the integrity of this critically important forest block. The 
acquisition of these small properties prevents undesirable urban expansion into forested areas. 
 
The World land Trust has also supported REGUA by raising funds to acquire another most valuable 
property, the Ricardo Lemgruber farm. The purchase of this property is very important as it helps 
REGUA increase its total reserve area by a further 170 hectares to 7370 ha. Considering that the majority 
of this property is quality forest, of low elevation type and located outside the Três Picos State Park, it can 
be designated with RPPN status. The rangers will be able to walk in the property and reduce the hunting 
threat, permitting visitor access to this area and offering birding sighting potential. An amphibian study 
developed here contributed valuable arguments for its protection.  
 
 

 
 

Image 3: The plan and importance of Ricardo Lemgruber`s property to REGUA.  
 
 
A large area of this property is also available for tree planting and the connection of this fragment to the 
larger forested ridgeline provides work for local community members, baseline monitoring for 
researchers and raises REGUA`s profile in the mosaic of RJ State conservation units eyes.  
 
REGUA received funds from the renowned Brazilian environmental organization “SOS Mata Atlantica” 
to commit its Sao Jose farm and parts of Joao Paulo farm to RPPN status. This is a slow process as it 
involves field mapping with GPS accuracy and registry changes as land surface areas differ from the 
titles, however we expect to complete it by the beginning of next year. 
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Conclusions: All efforts in the protection of this watershed are considered vital and have proved 
successful. By employing rangers or by acquiring land or through the creation of RPPN status, REGUA is 
respected for its work to date and is building a solid reputation within the world of conservation. The 
World Land Trust has supported the REGUA land purchases consistently and REGUA has been a major 
recipient of funds at prices which have increased substantially from 5 years ago to currently around 2k 
Reais / ha or £350 /acre, though this price may even be higher for smaller parcels of land. We have 
identified a further 1500ha - 2000ha in areas for sale within the 30 000 ha Guapiaçu watershed that would 
increase REGUA land to close to 10k ha. This will place REGUA in a very interesting and respectable 
negotiating situation with potential bargaining powers. The creation of RPPN is only hampered by the 
varied situation of REGUA property titles. Though RPPN status cannot be given to areas with the Três 
Picos State Park, already a total of 840ha of REGUA land can be designated RPPN. This is a considerable 
area for the Rio de Janeiro state and one that would raise REGUA`s negotiating powers for funding 
within Brazil. We would like to acquire more land and augment the REGUA RPPN to 1000ha to become 
one of the largest individual RPPNs in the state of Rio de Janeiro.   
 
 
3) Environmental Education  
 
Andre Luis, our coordinator continues at the front of the REGUA education programme. He lives in the 
local community and is a teacher at the Guapiaçu secondary school where he dedicates his time to the 
difficulties the children have in their learning, due to the fact that this is a rural community. Primary and 
secondary education is obligatory but with a poor academic basis the children return to their homes 
searching for work at 16 years. Only a small number might be fortunate to go onto further education if 
supported by relatives or in a slightly more privileged financial situation. Andre recognizes this dilemma 
and sees REGUA as a local organization that can support further education in offering the reserve for 
school visits and the opportunity to offer youngsters the ranger programme, a structured extra curriculum 
course that seeks to encourage environmental sciences and seed responsibility. 
 

                   
 

Image 4: Professor André’s educational visits at REGUA s new hide.  
 
He is admired within the municipality for his dedication and his teaching skills and this has been valuable 
in promoting REGUA for school visits from local schools. We have been able to increase visitation 
through providing transport. The school visits are cherished by all alike and this year REGUA will 
receive around 500 student visitors. 
 
The young rangers programme continues in its 7th year to be a very important REGUA project 
responsible for a more intense relationship with local students and the regular student visits have the 
benefit of making REGUA activities all the more understood. The students develop a liking for REGUA 
through their constant involvement in the activities with researchers and the staff and after some time they 
are able to voice their concerns and stand up for REGUA`s principles in their communities. Certainly land 
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purchase, ranger work and tree planting within the watershed is no longer an alien concept and the 
students learn about recycling, rubbish collection, environmental legislation and start questioning their 
environment through their visits elsewhere. This has a double benefit effect by their learning and 
promoting REGUA here and beyond. In the photos a trip to Rio was used to show the famous planting of 
the Tijuca Park in 1850 by Major Archer and now a national park. The Green bulletin is produced bi-
monthly by partly the REGUA young rangers and once again this is a very simple news sheet appreciated 
by the locals and authorities alike and used by REGUA to inform people about the organization’s actions.    
 

                                           
 

Image 5: Professor Andre visited Rio de Janeiro city with the REGUA young rangers   
      
Conclusions: Though the education programme is slow to achieve instant results, it is a very important 
project giving REGUA high visibility and respect at municipal, state and federal levels. Though there are 
grants available in the country for education related programmes, we feel we haven’t the technical 
capacity to develop this further at the moment. If a multi use conservation centre or a visitor centre is to 
be planned at REGUA, a decision might need to be taken to appoint a full time teacher, but so far the 
programme meets REGUA`s needs and is reflected in a changing local opinion on hunting and alike.  
 
 
4) Monitoring and research   
 
REGUA`s research programme has developed into a continuous stream of students seeking REGUA for 
their studies. Studies of amphibians, birds, mammals, fish and insects to the support of the entire Leipzig 
and Cologne Universities in botanical and geographical studies in the main mountain forest block to 
forest fragments and wetlands have resulted in much praise for its research programme. This has brought 
much attention to the quality of REGUA`s forest and the first science congress of the Três Picos. 
Christine Steiner’s thesis on the red billed curassow reintroduction is the first doctorate paper produced at 
REGUA. With the project finished, a big question is what to do now, where to go from here. Christine’s 
paper received a lot of praise from various Brazilian biologists and is considered one of the best doctorate 
papers produced for a long time and the conclusions pinpoints to its continuation. One possible solution 
could be to breed birds at REGUA copying Crax- Brazils successful programme with CENIBRA –MG. 
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Image 6: The first scientific Três Picos meeting hosted in Cachoeiras de Macacu with a 
strong participation by REGUA researchers and a place for Christine to discuss her work. 

 
 
 
 
Another very good bit of news is a project being developed with Chester Zoo concerning the restoration 
of wet forest and the replanting of Tabebuia cassinoides at REGUA. We shall reestablish typical lowland 
epiphytic communities found in the Atlantic rainforest of SE Brazil. Rosario Braga ex OrquidaRio 
president had conducted an orchid survey at REGUA with her team and compared various inventories of 
the lowlands to show the situation of lowland orchids, many threatened species and their scarcity. Kew`s 
web site provided information as to the most threatened nature of wet forests  and a project 
contemplating the funding of a ranger to be responsible and care for the recuperated area was approved. 
 
As a measure of our growing institutional capacity, we narrowly missed receiving funding (1.5m Reais) 
for a Petrobras environment project in carbon sequestration within the Upper Guapiaçu valley, a project 
composed of research in both terrestrial and aquatic habitats, mapping eligible planting areas with 
the whole Upper Guapiaçu valley, teaching nursery skills to local residents within the valley and 
reforesting 30ha of pasture. The project was approved but not awarded for lack of funds and sits on their 
home page as a recommendable project to be picked up by any associated company in need of 
environmental mitigation 
 
Conclusions: REGUA employed Jorge Bizarro at the 
beginning of the year and he is working as Science 
coordinator, taking the name of REGUA into the 
University world and supporting our interests. He has 
already organized two University workshops at 
REGUA and is continually developing the science 
programme. Lee in charge of our UK web site is 
developing our Brazilian web site as soon as possible 
since our local audience is growing and their demands 
lie in areas of project development especially in 
research and education.  Jorge will be able to upload 
constant reports on all activities occurring here at the 
reserve to form a sort of mini diary of events occurring 
at REGUA 
 
 

Image 7: Thanks to the “dream” team, Gabriela, Thabta and Jorge, REGUA put together an excellent project 
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5)  Restoration – Tree planting at REGUA 
 
REGUA continues to plant trees on all land that has lost its forest cover and the WLT reforestation 
funded programme is into its 6th year. So far 80 k trees have been planted at REGUA, 60 k from WLT 
and last year SOS Mata Atlantica came to help us fund the planting of 20 k native trees in the Matumbo 
Gap.  
 

 

Image 8: The Brazilian 
organization SOS Mata 
Atlantica financed the 
planting of 20 000 trees in 
one of REGUA`s 
properties in the Matumbo 
Gap. We were very pleased 
with this grant.  

 
 
A map of the forested areas has been developed together accompanying a successful report for the World 
Land Trust on their tree funding programme. The lowland around the wetlands continues to generate 
much interest. REGUA`s environmental education activities are focused here as well most of the tourism 
to see water birds. Leonardo the birder has catalogued 220 species in the reforestation and wetland area 
providing many hours of constant interest to birders coming from around the world. A measure of the 
success of these changes could be the arrival of the Black-legged Dacnis, an endemic Atlantic Rainforest 
species now regularly seen at REGUA between March and May as well as the surprising Giant Antshrike. 
 

             

Image 9: The World 
Land Trust has funded 
REGUA in its 
successful 60 000 trees 
planted to date and the 
changes as seen by the 
photos are 
unrecognizable. 220 
bird species can be 
seen here today 
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The results of this partnership in reforestation programme have been very important for REGUA. Its 
accumulated experience in restoration has seen Brazil’s conservation charity SOS Mata Atlantica to 
sponsor a further 5k, planted at the end of last month in a separate area. A very important supporter of the 
WLT is Seotaiji Fandom, a South Korean fan club for the South Korean rock star Seotaiji. We are very 
pleased and honoured to be able to plant 5000 trees for them. Thank you Rebecca at WLT for your help.  

 

      

Image 10: birds that can 
be seen in the wetlands 
such as the  Black-
legged Dacnis and the 
Giant Antshrike show 
that this has been hugely 
successful as do the 
before and after wetland 
images. 

    
 
REGUA was very successful at the end of last year in receiving a grant from the “Mosaico Central Serra 
do Mar”, the Gov`t organization of all conservation units within a central section of the RJ state, and this 
grant funded the construction of the modern nursery capable of growing 100 000 seedlings of between 80 
and 100 species p/a. The new nursery has also permitted REGUA to improve the quality of its seedlings. 
Though REGUA plans on planting 20 000 native trees p/a, REGUA has developed a reputation for its 
nursery and the result has been several enquiries to purchase seeds and plants. Currently REGUA has two 
members of staff employed and the REGUA volunteers have made a substantial contribution to this 
activity. 
 

 

Image 11: The 
new nursery has 
been really 
successful and 
proves 
REGUA`s 
commitment to 
the community 
and the forests 
nearby 
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In fact, this has been featured in the volunteer information pack that REGUA sends to its prospective 
students wishing to contribute to the conservation of the Atlantic rainforest. The REGUA volunteers are 
important within this activity in planting seeds, their care by weeding, watering and relocating to optimal 
light conditions. 
 
REGUA is creating a considerable reputation in this activity and even the Petrobras has visited the 
nursery to discuss seed of native tree species. With their gigantic Petrochemical plant planned in Itaborai 
they have an equally massive tree planting commitment and have already visited REGUA inspired by our 
results. We have students monitoring the growth and measuring carbon sequestration of the plants at the 
reserve.  
 
Conclusions: This programme is one of the project’s strongest points and earns high visibility for 
REGUA. Reforestation is the essence of conservation and the birds seen in the newly planted areas, the 
wetland itself indicating that our efforts are working well. Every hectare planted reduces a hectare for 
housing development in the Guapiaçu valley. This year will end with over 100 000 trees planted, a 
respectable figure by any standard and REGUA is very well located in the increasingly valuable market of 
selling seedlings. The volunteer involvement has been instrumental in achieving this success. It is noted 
that REGUA is developing the premise of replanting all available land, including pastures in the name of 
biodiversity protection rather than carbon markets, but that doesn’t mean to say that studies cannot 
accompany this trend. Currently REGUA has the capacity to plant 20 ha p/a but already a neighbour 
farmer wishes to plant over 100ha and the Schincariol brewery has an additional 100 ha available for 
planting. The Ricardo Lemgruber Corridor is around 30ha, and there are still circa 20-30 ha to plant on 
REGUA land providing work for another 12 years at our current rate. Funding appears to be available 
with good prospects and all shows REGUA`s success in this field.  
 
6) Tourism at REGUA 
 
Tourism has increased significantly this year, up 40% from last year. Visitors have been pleased with their 
stay approving REGUA`s accommodation comfort, birding expectation, guiding skills, culinary delights 
and its overall conservation drive. 
 

 

Image 12:  
The REGUA team 
looks forward to your 
arrival!! 
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While it is easy to build and grow, it’s more difficult to maintain that high level of expectancy and 
innovations are constantly needed. The lodge has now grown to offer 10 individual suites. The garden 
was remodeled to cater for group arrivals and parking and this has also been successful. The guides are 
working well together and Leonardo has been available when needed. Both Leonardo and Adilei continue 
building their reputation from a birding identification perspective as well as their English skills. The 
kitchen staff has coped very well and 4 ladies are needed to cope with the tourists as well as the increased 
number of volunteers. A varied menu has most visitors looking forward to their evening meals and overall 
praise. The rainy days are used to bird on excursions and birders have not really lost time in birding. The 
trails are all in very good state. The drivers Alcenir and Jossue are both working well and confident with 
their cars. REGUA has two Toyota pick ups currently driven by Jossue and both cars have coped very 
well with the large groups. The good news is that the main road leading to the asphalt is being paved 
which will reduce excursion travelling time and increasing comfort.  
 
The on line video camera the World Land Trust has been installed and working well. Follow the link: 
http://www.wildlifefocus.org/webcam/regua-cam.shtml  
 
Lee and Rachel have worked hard in developing the web site and their “recent news” section featuring 
recent developments and sightings has been most successful. We do hear constant praise from the visiting 
guests. The Portuguese web site is very important to get going by the end of the year as and will feature 
“recent news” mainly to accommodate the developments in research and education for our Brazilian 
audience who wish to see and share in the projects` development.  
                                   .    

  

Image 13:  
Rare Atlantic 
Rainforest endemic 
bird species are to be 
found close to 
REGUA. Left White-
bearded Antshrike, 
right Spotted 
Bamboowren 

 
 
The Rutland Birdfair was very successful this year, a 
stand provided by the World Land Trust. The birds at 
REGUA continue to draw much attention and the 
confirmed list has reached 452 species. REGUA has 
gained a few new species though we have been 
concerned at not seeing the Eastern striped Manakin 
for close to 9 months now. Curiously some species 
associated with drier areas have made their way here, 
such as the Aracari, and the day excursions continue to 
be most successful and a vital element in drawing 
large visitor groups. The White-bearded Antshrike can 
be observed at David Millers` area in Macae de Cima 
and the Grey-winged Cotinga is fairly regularly 
observed in Mt Caledonia. 
 
 

Image 14:  Lee and Rachel have given us huge support in the UK, here at the Birdfair 
 

http://www.wildlifefocus.org/webcam/regua-cam.shtml
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The trails at REGUA are still providing valuable sightings and the spotted bamboo wren has not been 
shy in the Matumbo Gap and the night birding generally providing views of the Tawny- browed, Mottled 
and Black-banded Owls as well as the Long-tailed Potoo and even the Giant Snipe. The excursion to 
Cabo Frio has been very popular and the guests all enjoy this tour. 
 

         

Image 15:  
The Cabo Frio 
wading birds tour 
and the out of its 
range “Aracari” 

 
 
Conclusions: REGUA visitation has increased dramatically over the last two years, fruit of our 
investment in the lodge, birding skills, infrastructure such as trails, bridges and roads, habitat restoration 
and transport. The reserve has a number of endemic species and the habitat/ bird numbers are improving. 
Guests are increasingly more concerned with visiting a site with a conservation ethos and there are a 
number of ways to promote this through links with Birdlife International, IBA`s, Universities and trip 
report writing and events.  
 
 
7) General Conclusions and plans 2011  
 
REGUA is close to its 10th anniversary and much has been accomplished. All its programmes are 
functioning well and there has been a considerable advance and success in a number of them. The project 
has gained objectiveness and the original vision is becoming a reality. The protection programme has 
made a significant impact on the hunting and WLT land purchase appeals have made it possible to 
accumulate land for permanent conservation. The restoration programme speaks for itself, makes a strong 
visual impression on those visiting and seeing past images. We do not know of any other project that has 
been able to do this. The education programme is changing local community perspectives, research 
students want to work at the project and tourists are seeking REGUA as a destination providing profits 
towards the project. We have seen a significant increase in our Brazilian visitors. 
 
Scientific studies show that the biodiversity found in the Guapiaçu watershed is in a very good state.. The 
watershed of 400km² has 53 % forest cover and 35% pasture of poor quality potentially available for 
reforestation. Much of the watershed has a full altitudinal gradient covered with Atlantic rainforest 
providing an exceptionally valuable conservation project.  
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                           Image 16:  A recent map of the Guapiaçu valley reveals its privileged 53% 

forest cover and areas in cream, offers areas for future reforestation.   
 
 
However if that is the good news, there are concerns. Guapiaçu`s proximity has brought development in 
the form of weekend property owners and the paved road is arriving. The inevitable development isn’t a 
motive of despair, but permits us to reflect on our strategy, how to engage more, to plan our actions 
within this watershed to continue to guarantee the success that we have been happy and privileged to 
enjoy to date.   
 
One such strategy is by developing partnerships with institutions and local government alike. By having 
Universities do their studies and showing that conservation is worth more than land development, 
REGUA is able to provide direction and develop a framework to secure much of the watershed for 
conservation for the future while there is still time. 
 
On behalf of all of us working at REGUA, a very big thank you to you all until the next newsletter 
Best wishes, 
Nicholas and Raquel 
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